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NEVE SHALOM
By Gerald Zelizer

From Our Rabbi….Eric Rosin

J

ews are not known for looking for the
easy paths to wisdom. In the Book of
Genesis, an angel changes Jacob’s
name to Israel, because, he explains,
Jacob has wrestled with divine beings and
has prevailed. We are famous for the
circuitous arguments in the Talmud in which
the rabbis in the first few centuries of the
Common Era plumb the depths of the Torah
and of their common sense and banter and
bicker back and forth in order to ascertain
the truth of God’s will. And many scholars
have argued that it is no coincidence that
Freud, Kafka and other ostensibly secular
thinkers emerged from the Jewish tradition
of mining for meaning with urgency,
intelligence and determination.
Which is not to say that our pursuit of
the truth is always successful, or even
serious. Who can forget those other fonts of
Jewish wisdom, Mel Brooks, Woody Allen
and Adam Sandler. (Remember the scene
from “History of the World Part One”, in
which Moses comes down from Mount Sinai
with three stone tablets and announces,
“With these 15 commandments,” and then
he drops one and continues, “with these ten,
ten commandments!”)
In fact, Mel Brooks is not the first to
poke fun at our sometimes misguided efforts
to identify the truth. In parallel with the
profound and provocative tradition of
Hasidic stories which I often invoke in my
teaching, there is another tradition of stories
from the same time period which are much
less insightful, although perhaps more
enjoyable. These stories about the Wise
Men of Chelm, an actual city in Eastern
Europe, are famous for their humor as they

parody the seriousness of our rabbinic
tradition.
According to these stories, one of the
Wise Men of Chelm is dismayed that his
umbrella, which is full of holes, is not able to
keep him dry in the rain. When a colleague
asks him why he carries an umbrella with
holes in it, he explains that he wasn’t
expecting it to rain.
In another story, one dweller of Chelm
challenges the other to explain why a
buttered piece of toast always falls
butter-side-down when dropped. The first
gentleman, possessing a scientific inclination,
seeks to prove the hypothesis. He takes a
piece of toast, throws it in the air and, low
and behold, it falls with the butter-side-up!
Unfazed, his friend exclaims, “You must have
buttered the wrong side!”
And in still a third, a young man studying
in Yeshiva is concerned that he is not able to
grow a beard. When he raises this distress in
a conversation with his extravagantly bearded rabbi, the scholar strokes his own beard
and comments, “I have heard that the ability
to grow a beard is hereditary. Does your
father have a beard?” “Why yes, he does!”
exclaimed the young man. “Well, perhaps
then” the rabbi explained, “you take after
your mother.”
And there are many more stories about
the Wise men of Chelm, each of them more
amusing than the last. But, like most humor,
these stories contain an important truth.
Sometimes it does us good not to take ourselves too seriously.
Right now the work of the synagogue is
to plan for the year to come. We’re
considering programs, formulating innova-

tions and seeking
out solutions to
every
challenge
faced by this kehillah, this sacred
community. Some
of them will be
wildly successful. Others will not. Still others
will contain a recognizable seed of genius
which we will be able to nurture into even
greater successes in the future. But if we take
ourselves too seriously, if we act as if every
event we put on the calendar is of the utmost
importance and the future of the Jewish
people rests on every discussion that takes
place in a board meeting, we might miss some
great opportunities to better ourselves.
On the other hand, if we can remember
that our work here in the synagogue takes
place in the context of our enjoyment of each
other’s company, and if we can recognize the
humor in our near misses, laugh at ourselves
and continue on, then we will not only help
this community reach it’s potential, but we’ll
have a great time while we’re doing it.
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Notes from the Hazzan
By Hazzan Sheldon Levin

SSMF Concert Brings Kenny Ellis

T

his year’s Susy Schwartz Memorial Fund
event will be a lot of fun. It will be like going
back to the golden days of the Catskills. For
younger families, imagine being in an episode of
season two of “The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel”.
Cantor Kenny Ellis (pictured, left) is a comedian
and singer who has been on TV shows, in nightclubs and has the number one selling Hanukkah
CD on Amazon, “Hanukkah Swings”.
From his silly antics to parody songs to big
band versions of songs you know, you will be
thoroughly entertained. His wit and clever jokes
are all G-rated so you can bring the kids. The event is Sunday, June 2 at 7:00 pm. The proceeds
go to send our Neve Shalom teens on outstanding, life-changing trips to Israel. We hope
everyone will support this fundraising venture whether or not you have children who have or
someday will be able to use these monies we raise.
Please join us on June 2 for a very enjoyable and memorable evening filled with comedy
and song.

Advertising in this Bulletin does NOT constitute
certification of kashrut.

BULLETIN DEADLINES
September —July 20
October — August 20
November — September 20
Submit your articles and graphics for publication to
Rita Devlin via e-mail at
office@neveshalom.net

In Memoriam
Willy Labendz,
father of Abigail Garb
Marilyn Bergman,
our member and wife
of Jerry Bergman
Sanford Lampf,
father of Mark Lampf
David Epstein,
father of Gary Epstein
Alan Richman,
father of Lincoln Richman
Alan Carlin,
father in law of Ron Anes
Oscar Wilsker,
father of Miriam Kafker
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From the Synagogue President

T

his past month, when we
celebrated Passover, we recalled
the Exodus from Egypt and reaching
the land of Israel. It was also a time for us
to reflect upon and celebrate the
continuity of the Jewish
people. As we
follow in the footsteps of our parents,
grandparents and ancestors, from
generation to generation, our synagogue
remains central to each and every one of
us, as we carry our passion and
commitment to Judaism and our
community forward for our children and
grandchildren.
When our Board of Directors
endeavored to pursue a capital campaign
about two years ago, it was because we
felt we had become stagnant in our
fundraising efforts while having to balance
growing needs for the synagogue. From
the many community conversations,
surveys and roundtables, we needed to
explore ways to develop efforts to achieve
our vision for longevity. While we have
continued to review budgets, monitor
expenses, and maximize opportunities like
securing the Homeland Security Grant,
there are a few areas that will give you
insights into our financial picture this past
year.
The first two areas are regarding
investment areas that were closely
evaluated and assessed by the Board
during the past two+ years. The Board
decided to invest in a professional
consultant to help us determine what we
needed and how to endeavor into a
planning initiative. While we’ve invested
in this campaign, we’ve also seen more
than half a million dollars be committed
in a relatively short period of time. This is
significant for us and nearly 5x more than
we raise in a typical year. We hope this
momentum will continue to grow.
Additionally, in February 2017, the Board
approved a staffing recommendation that
was re-affirmed in December 2018.
Staffing changes were also considered an
investment for nurturing and growing our
membership. Thirdly, I want to share with
you unplanned expenses that arose and
were unknown during the budget process
for the current fiscal year.
(Please see the sidebar.)

Each of these items are important to
the safety and functioning of our building.
While going through the annual budget
process, the Executive Committee and
Board Members do their best to anticipate
revenue and expenses for the year ahead.
As you can see, this past year’s budget had
over $135,000 of unplanned expenses, and
nearly the same amount in planned
investment dollars that we hope to recoup
with the planning initiative outcomes. It is
important to share these specifics so that
people understand that our expenses were
higher this year because of the building
needs outlined here, and also due to the
investments for additional staffing and a
consultant to help us with long-term
benefits. The Board continues to assess
and re-assess our priorities and decisions
each month.
Concurrently, there have been many
questions about the possibility of Neve
Shalom and Temple Emanu-el doing
something jointly together since they are
looking to sell their building. As you may be
aware, we have been collaborating with
Temple Emanu-el since September 2018 to
provide joint adult education classes as part
of Life Long Learning offerings for both
communities. This program has been very
successful and well-received.
As I
announced at the January Congregation
Meeting, we are exploring potential ways
our two congregations could work together
more in the future. There may be additional
ways to continue to enrich our regional
Jewish
community. Please note that we
are not
planning a merger. Each
synagogue’s own focus and identity are
extremely important. There is a small
committee from each shul exploring what
other joint campuses around the country
have done, what was involved, and what
the considerations need to be for the
possibility of sharing resources. Please note
that this is an initial and early exploration.
Once we learn more, we will engage in
significant congregant input and assess any
financial
implications.
If
any
recommendations are put forward, they
will be carefully vetted and considered
through a comprehensive process that will
assure careful analysis, full transparency,
and the best possible outcomes. Don’t
hesitate to reach out with any questions.
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By Debbie Schildkraut

The security costs reflected here
were items that the Security
Grant would not cover:























$20,000 — Replacing our broken
intercom system including a PA system
$14,000 — Upgrading the security
system; primarily the cameras
(resolution was not recognizable)
$5,000 — Security Guard for larger
events
$7,200 — RFID Readers, electronic
locks for new doors (near office and
near Beit Midrash)
$6,000 — Security related equipment
(radios, CSS expenses)
$4,500 — Update internal locks and
door closures to be lock-down-ready
(implementation Spring)
$7,500 — New Fire Retardant System
(old system was out-of-code and no
longer grandfathered)
$40,000 — Emergent roof repair for
front portion of the building (several
leaks emerged)
$2,000 — Asbestos maintenance plan
$24,032 — SIA Acoustics evaluation of
the acoustics, sound system, and
hearing loop system
$2,800 — High Holiday sound system
(interim solution)
$1,000 — Upgrade the internet for
increased business usage (school use
in addition to office)
$1,000 — Convert conference room to
Synagogue Director office
$300 —Window for Rabbi’s office door
TBD —Replace broken kitchen
appliances (1 refrigerator, bottom
oven)

$135,332 — Total Unplanned Expenses
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Adult Ed News

By Hazzan Sheldon Levin

O

n Friday evening, May 17, at the 7:30 pm service,
Marjorie Ingall (pictured, left) will be our guest
speaker. She will talk about Mamaleh Knows Best, her
best-selling book about what Jewish
mothers do to raise successful,
creative, empathetic, independent
children.
We encourage everyone who
has a child, a grandchild or
great-grandchild to attend this
engaging and entertaining speaker
who will share fun and fascinating
anecdotes. If parents inform Hazzan
Levin in advance, we will arrange
babysitting. Contact Hazzan@NeveShalom.net by May 12.
Marjorie’s 2016 book, Mamaleh Knows
Best, separates the stereotype of the Jewish
mother from the historical reality. It looks to
Jewish culture and tradition as a guide for
bringing up self-sufficient, ethical, and
accomplished children. The New York
Times really liked it, and Publishers Weekly gave it a starred review.
Marjorie Ingall is a columnist for Tablet
Magazine, the National-Magazine-Awardwinning journal of Jewish culture and ideas,
and a regular contributor to The New York
Times Book Review. For seven years she
wrote the “East Village Mamele” column for The Jewish Daily
Forward. She has been a contributing editor at Glamour and a
contributing writer at Self, and has written for Ms., Wired, Real
Simple, Redbook, Parents, Parenting, and the late, lamented Sassy,
where she was the senior writer and books editor. She is the author
of The Field Guide to North American Males (Henry Holt, 1997), coauthor of Hungry (Simon & Schuster, 2009) with the model Crystal
Renn, and coauthor of Smart Sex (Simon & Schuster, 1998) with
Jessica Vitkus. She is a former senior writer and producer at the

Oxygen TV network, where she discovered
her perkiness levels were not up to a job in
daytime talk television.
On Sunday, May 5 at 10:00 am
Dr.
Barbara Kirshenblatt-Gimblett, (pictured,
right) Chief Curator and Founder of the
Polin Museum in Warsaw, will be the annual Israel and Shirley Segal Memorial
Fund speaker. Her topic is “Curating between Hope and Despair: Polin Museum
of the History of Polish Jews”.
Dr. Barbara Kirshenblatt-Gimblett is University Professor Emerita
and Professor Emerita of Performance Studies at New York University.
She is currently Chief Curator of the Core Exhibition at POLIN Museum
of the History of Polish Jews. Her books include Destination Culture:
Tourism, Museums, and Heritage; Image before My Eyes: A Photographic History of Jewish Life in Poland, 1864–1939 (with Lucjan
Dobroszycki); They Called Me Mayer July: Painted Memories of a Jewish
Childhood in Poland Before the Holocaust (with Mayer Kirshenblatt),
winner of two book awards.
She was honored for lifetime achievement by the Foundation for
Jewish Culture, received the Mlotek Prize for Yiddish and Yiddish
Culture, honorary doctorates from the Jewish Theological Seminary of
America and University of Haifa, the 2015 Marshall Sklare Award for her
contribution to the social scientific study of Jewry, and was decorated
with the Officer’s Cross of the Order of Merit of the Republic of Poland
for her contribution to the Polin Museum.
Dr. Kirshenblatt-Gimblett was recently elected to the American
Academy of Arts and Sciences and serves on Advisory Boards for the
Council of American Jewish Museums, Jewish Museum Vienna, Jewish
Museum Berlin, and the Jewish Museum and Tolerance Center in
Moscow and advises on museum and exhibition projects in Lithuania,
Ukraine, and Israel.
Sponsored by the Israel and Shirley Segal Memorial Fund, this
annual event is free and open to the public. Refreshments will be served.
For information contact 732-548-2238 ext 14 Hazzan@NeveShalom.net

Men’s Club Minute
By Lon Dobbs, Men’s Club President

I

hope everyone has enjoyed the Men's Club events over the last few weeks, such
as the Men's Club Shabbat skillfully organized by Bruce Levin, in which many of
the parts of the service were performed by members of the Men's Club or the
scrumptious post-Pesach Pasta Night with an International flavor. Although we do
not have many Men's Club events before the summer, come and enjoy a few days
with us along with members of the Men's Club from all around the World at this
year's FJMC Convention in Toronto from July 3 thru July 7.
The Men's Club slate of officers for 2019-2021 has been elected. The new
slate is as follows: Lawrence Dombrow (President), Daniel Hirsch (Executive Vice
President), Steve Alter (Secretary), and Marc Sessler (Treasurer).
Congratulations and good luck to each of these men!!!
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Hebrew School
News

Nursery School
News
By Martha Mack, Director

By Miriam Dobin, Hebrew School Program Director

T

his has been a wonderful year at Neve Shalom Hebrew School.
Twenty years have passed since I was a teacher here, yet much has
stayed the same. We are fortunate to have such loyal and dedicated
teachers and staff who plan well-thought out lessons and activities to
engage their students in learning and discussion.
As we wind down the year, below is our plan for May followed by a
recap of some of this years’ highlights:
 April 28 - May 19 — Maccabiah! This Hebrew

game is akin to Color War. Its name comes
from Maccabee referring to Judah Maccabee
from the chag, holiday of Chanukah. This fun
and educational game is a highlight for the
students. Following our theme of immigration,
the fifth and sixth grades will be combined and
split into 2 teams: The Ashkenazim (origins in
Germany) and Sephardim (origins in Spain and
Middle East).
 May 3 — Community Dinner & Seventh Grade Commencement- This

will take place during services at 7:30 pm. This is an exciting time for
our seventh grade as they complete their years of Elementary Hebrew
School and progress onto Hebrew High School.
 May 7 — Yom Huledet Sameach, Israel! Happy 79th birthday, Israel.

Our shinshinit, ambassador from Israel, Maya Shany, will be leading
the Hebrew school in celebration and activities for Yom Ha’Atzmaut,
Israel’s birthday. This will be preceded by an explanation of the
meaning behind Yom Hazikaron, Israel’s Memorial Day.
 May 12 — K-3rd grades - Yom Ha’Atzmaut crafts. Parent volunteers

needed and appreciated.
 May 19 — Last day of school- All students will be recognized for their

achievements over the year. Parents are encouraged to attend the
Awards Ceremony beginning at 11:15 am in the sanctuary.
Highlights From Our Year
 Sept. 2018 –May 2019 –Visits by Maya Shany, our shinshinit
 November – Global Day of Jewish Learning
 December – Chanukah Fun Day, 6th grade read Torah, and Havdalah

Night and “An American Tail” movie
 January – Tu B’shvat Activities and Trip to Monmouth Jewish Museum
 February – Hebrew School Community Dinner & 5th-7th Grade

Service, Havdalah & Crafts at Color Me Mine, Planetarium Show, and
“Empower Our Students” against hate
 March – Purim Puppet Show, Purim Megillah Skits, Purim Carnival,

and Visit from an Israeli Soldier
 April – Trip to Lower East Side, Pesach University, Mock Jewish

Weddings (5th & 6th grades), and Miriam Dobin’s Holocaust Memoir
presentation, I Am Because of You
 May – Maccabiyah, 7th grade Commencement, and Final Day Awards

Ceremony
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W

elcome! Welcome!
We welcome Marilyn Beutel,
(at right) our new Nursery School
Director, to Neve Shalom Nursery
School and to the entire Neve Shalom
community! Marilyn comes to us
from the Marlboro area and has a
Master’s degree in Education as well
as a Bachelor’s in Child Psychology.
She is a certified teacher Nursery
through 6th grade and has years of
experience as the Director of Turtle
Creek Learning Academy in Marlboro.
Marilyn is very excited to become the Director of Neve Shalom
Nursery School and we are very happy that she is joining us.
Please feel free to stop by the Nursery School office and introduce
yourself, she is looking forward to meeting everyone and becoming part of our wonderful community here at Neve Shalom!
During the month of April, the entire Nursery School listened
to and re-enacted the story of Passover. We gave our babies a
bath in warm soapy water, then we put baby Moses into the
water for the Pharaoh's daughter to find. We listened as Moses
asked Pharaoh to “Let my people go!” and we fled Egypt with only
our backpacks to escape slavery and the Pharaoh. We created
seder plates to bring home and ate matzoh at snack time…we also
sang our favorite Passover songs and danced and jumped like
frogs! Right before the Passover/Spring break, we held a model
seder with our Nursery School friends and retold the story from
our own special Haggadah. Passover is such a fun and exciting
learning experience for our nursery school friends!
The entire Nursery School is looking forward to our Trike-athon on Sunday, May 5 from 3-5 pm in the Neve Shalom parking
lot. We will be riding our bikes, trikes, and scooters around an
oval track…there will be a petting zoo, a visit from the Metuchen
Police Dept. to give a brief talk about bike safety, face painting,
ring toss, arts and crafts, and lots of yummy treats!
Our fall registration is in full swing and we have limited
openings in each classroom. If you know of anyone who would be
interested in sending their child to Neve Shalom Nursery School or
Kindergarten please have them contact Martha Mack at 732-5482238 ext 17 or nurseryschool@neveshalom.net for a personal tour
of our facility.

N

eve Shalom continues to support the
efforts of Jewish Family Service of
Middlesex
County to help the needy by
collecting food for the Kosher Food Pantry.
Food donations may be left at the synagogue
in the closet near the stairs next to the stage.
USY will be collecting a different item each month to be
donated. Please watch Neve Now! for more information.
Thank you for supporting these efforts!
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Jewish Cowboys
By Chef Lon

Communities
The “Old West” has characterized the spirit of America for the past
150 years. Although the “classic” era was only a few decades in
length (1849-1895, although some historians will stretch this a few
years in either direction), the people and events of that era have
become stuff of legend. Legends turn into myths, but they begin with
some small facts that are expounded on and exaggerated throughout
the decades. Many of the facts (and this can be said for most history)
have been distorted, then retold so many times that it is sometimes
hard to distinguish fact from fantasy. There are also many details of
history that are left out, or intentionally ignored. Everything you were
taught in school about Custer’s Last Stand or the driving of the
Golden Spike to complete the Transcontinental Railroad (which
occurred 150 years ago on the 10th of this month) were mostly
wrong. One such detail that is left out of the lessons of this era
include the history of Jews in the Old West, and Jewish Cowboys (and
yes Virginia, there were Jewish Cowboys).
In Utah, for instance, Jewish trappers had been through the
territory a hundred years before the “golden spike” was struck in the
Transcontinental Railroad. In 1854 Julius and Fannie Brooks became
the first Jewish family to (officially) settle in the territory; and in the
same year Jewish author and explorer Solomon Nunes Carvalho
trekked across the area with a mapmaking exploration, writing about
what he saw. When the first Transcontinental Railroad was
completed, it enabled more people to travel and settle throughout
the area, including Jews.
The only known study of a Jewish consensus during the time
occurred in 1878 by the Union of American Hebrew Congregations
that out of the 230,000 Jews in the United States, a little over 21,000
lived in the “western states”; however, experts believe the survey is
inaccurate and many Jews living in the West were not counted.









Harvey’s establishments
Solomon Bibo – Became a Native American Chief
Julius Goldbaum – opened one of the first distilleries in Arizona
Jim Levy – Famous gunslinger
Julius Meyer – Trader
Joseph Simon – Fur trapper & explorer
Loeb (Levi) Strauss – created rugged pants
Charles Moses Strauss –Jewish Mayor of Tucson, AZ

Food
I am having trouble defining what really constitutes “cowboy cuisine”
or “cowboy grub.” For the most part, it is food that can be cooked in
out outdoors. The dishes were mostly made up of beef, beans,
biscuits, dried fruit, and coffee. Although the description of the food
itself is rather vague, the image of cowboy grub is much easier to see.
The one constant symbol of cowboy food is the chuck wagon and the
cook, who could turn these basic ingredients into feasts for the hungry
cowboys, ranch hands, pioneers, etc.
The chuck wagon was the brainchild of rancher Charles
Goodnight, who wanted to keep his cowhands well-fed and healthy
when herding cattle. The basic chuck wagon is constituted by having a
Dutch oven on a wagon with food supplies, and the all-important cook.
The cook was a highly-prized member of any wagon train, and good
cooks were well paid for their services; and well-respected by the
rough, tough, and rugged patrons they fed.
In context of this overall blog, you may be wondering, “were
there any kosher chuckwagons”? Most likely not (and I have done
some research into it). Except for pioneers that kept kosher themselves, I could not find any evidence of a chuckwagon serving kosher
food during the old west.

Recipe

Challenges
Because of the lack of work opportunities for Jews in the East, many
went to find their fortunes out west. Following Jewish law was very
difficult. Keeping kosher provided to be a challenge. If they did find
any work, it was usually required of them to work on Shabbat. A
minyan was rare, and on holidays and festivals they would find
themselves celebrating alone. Except for large cities these men did
not build synagogues.
The old west was populated mostly by men. Many of these
Jewish men quietly practiced their religion and married the few
non-Jewish settlers or even Native Americans, whom did not raise
their children Jewish. Because they practiced quietly their impact
went unnoticed. Many Jews were cowboys, ranch hands, cattle
drivers, although many became merchants. Although they may not
have had movies and songs written about them, it was merchants like
Appel that helped the West thrive and grow.

Here’s an authentic recipe cooked and served to pony express riders at
various depots along their route – also used by many cowboys. A rider
was given 10-12.
Ingredients
2 cups cornmeal
1/2 cup flour
1 tsp. baking powder
1tsp. baking soda
2 eggs
2 cups buttermilk
1 Tbs. butter, melted
1 1/2 tsp. salt
Directions
Sift flour, cornmeal, baking powder, soda, and salt – then sift again.
Beat eggs well and mix in the buttermilk, then combine to dry
ingredients. Beat well, then add melted butter. Bake on hot griddle.

Cowboys
Although there were many Jews that settled and lived in the Wild
West without much impact, there were a few whom did, such as the
following:
 David Benjamin and Harold Schweizer – Ran many of Frank
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Synagogue Director’s Greeting

W

e’ve entered the time of the year when we Jews count. We
count the Omer, which began the second night of Pesach and
continues until erev Shavuot - the great “count up” of 49 days from
Pesach until Shavuot!
“Teach us to number our days, that we may attain a heart of
wisdom.” (Psalm 90:12) Maybe what the Bible is teaching us here is
that wisdom means understanding and that numbers aren’t a
sufficient evaluation of worth. We have to match numbers with
wisdom. That’s the key to leaving Egypt and ascending Sinai. That’s
the meaning of the Exodus from Egypt and entering the wilderness,
“bamidbar” on the road to the Promised Land. The fourth book of the
Bible, the Book of Numbers is indeed called Bamidbar, reminding us
that we’ve left Egypt on a journey. If we lose our bearings, if we just
count our numbers, we will remain stuck in the wilderness. Numbers
count – but only if they are paired with meaning.
Now for the challenging part: Next month you’re going to
receive your annual dues statement. Most of us wouldn’t say that we
look forward to these statements, right? Yet, these are numbers with
meaning. These are obligations with rewards attached to them.
“Teach us to number our days that we may attain a heart of
wisdom.”
It costs considerable sums to keep the doors of Neve Shalom
open 365 days-a-year. It is you, our valued and valuable members,
who help us do that. These numbers on our annual membership
statements can provide meaning. These numbers can help endow
our lives with purpose. These numbers pay us back in a multitude of
ways.
This year, let’s open our annual dues statements with a feeling
of purpose and satisfaction, not with a groan or a frown. With thanks
for the opportunity to build our community together. With
appreciation for the chance to attain more wisdom this year through
service to each other, to our synagogue and to our community at
large. Neve Shalom members are the greatest – they get this. Tell

By Marge Wise

your friends – they too can get it – at Neve Shalom!
On a broader, but related theme, Jewish living thrives in a
community whose inhabitants truly care for each other and are there
for each other. Jewish survival is one the main reasons it is so
important to be connected. That is also why it is vital that our
synagogue continues to be a source of support – physical, emotional
and spiritual – to our members and to all who call Neve Shalom their
home away from home. I am confident that the following anonymous
words will forever aptly describe us:
May the door to this synagogue be wide enough to receive all who
hunger for love, all who are lonely for fellowship.
May it welcome all who have cares to unburden,
thanks to express, hopes to nurture.
May the door of this synagogue be narrow enough
to shut out pettiness and pride, envy and enmity.
May its threshold be no stumbling block to
young or straying feet.
May it be too high to admit complacency,
selfishness and harshness.
May this synagogue be, for all who enter,
the doorway to a richer, more meaningful life.

A BEAUTIFUL MITZVAH

A

s our children mature they take on responsibilities to
reach out to others in need within the larger Jewish
community. The 7th grade had the opportunity to
view two videos about different organizations located in
Israel. They presented them to the Hebrew Middle School
who voted where the monies should go. The video about
handicapped children who attend The Jordan River Village
camp was chosen unanimously. This camp welcomes
children from different backgrounds and religions. It
services those who are blind, mute, and unable to walk as

well as a those with a variety of other challenges. This
organization gives these children a magical summer and an
experience of a lifetime. Our Neve Shalom students raised
$500! This money was a collective effort of over two year’s
worth of weekly donations to the tzedakah boxes in each of
the Hebrew school classrooms from Kindergarten through
7th grade. We should be very proud of all of their efforts.
Enjoy and have much nachas!
Miriam Dobin, Hebrew School Program Director
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Ritually Speaking
Preparing to Become a Community

Neve Shalom would like to thank the following people
for chanting Torah during the month of March.
T=Teen, JR=Junior

By Andrea L. Colby, Vice President, Ritual

H

ave you ever pulled an all-nighter? Studying for the Calculus final in
college? Finishing up a paper in graduate school? The only time I’ve
had that experience was when I was working for a law firm in Manhattan.
One of our clients had been sued in Federal Court on a Friday and the judge
imposed a very short deadline for us to respond on our client’s behalf. It
was due on Sunday at high noon!
Three of us spent Saturday night researching, drafting and finalizing the
brief for delivery by hand to our opponents’ office exactly at noon on
Sunday. It was exhausting work, but none of us could sleep. Not only were
the partners’ couches extremely uncomfortable, we were feeling the
pressure of learning what we needed to know in order to support our client’s
position and translating it into robust arguments on behalf of our client and
meeting the deadline. We had to spend that night preparing for our goal of
filing and delivering our completed work the next day.
The upcoming holiday of Shavuot (June 8th and 9th) celebrates our
people’s receiving the Torah on Mount Sinai. According to the Torah, we
were commanded to prepare ourselves for the revelation of the Torah: we
had a deadline of three days to purify ourselves ritually, washing our clothes
and getting rest. On the appointed day, we gathered at the foot of the
mountain to receive the Torah, coming together to become a people, a
community in service to G-d and each other. Whether you believe this
literally or figuratively, the imagery touches us deeply.
During the Torah reading on Shavuot morning, we stand as our
ancestors stood at Mount Sinai, to receive the law. We will have spent the
entire period of the Omer, the seven weeks preparing ourselves spiritually
for this date, counting each day from the second night of Pesach. The more
immediate preparation for this moment is staying up all night studying and
learning Torah (“tikkun leil Shavuot”).
We will be bringing the practice of tikkun leil Shavuot to Neve Shalom
this Shavuot on Friday, June 7. Together, while we will not be planning to
stay up all night together, we will spend part of that evening studying Torah
to help prepare our community for Shavuot morning, when we reenact the
revelation of the Torah to the people of Israel. We will provide more details
as we get closer to this date—we look forward to preparing with you all for
an opportunity to come together as a community on Shavuot morning! Best
wishes for a happy, healthy and meaningful Shavuot!
Please join us at our Ritual Committee meetings! All are welcome. Our
meetings for the rest of the year are as follows: May 7 and June 18 (please
note change from June 4). See you there!

Torah Readers
Melissa Boxer .................... 1
Jake Bullock ....................... 3
Andrea Colby..................... 2
Lawrence Dombrow .......... 1
Eric Goldman..................... 1
Rosalie Green .................... 4
Miriam Kafker ................... 2
Elliot Kramer ..................... 1
Maya Kushner ................... T1
Michael Kushner ............... 1
Karen Newman ................. 1
Aron Richman ................... 2

Mark Rosenfield................. 8
Michele Rosenfield ............ 9
Daniel Rushefsky................ 1
Brett Schildkraut ................ 9
Jeffrey Schulman................ 1
Barbara Spack .................... 6
David Yellin ........................ 11
Haftarah
Stephan Gross
Michele Rosenfield
Steve Schneider
Barbara Spack
Larry Wineberg

We express our gratitude with love and sincerity to our Neve Shalom community
for honoring us on April 7. It was a day that will live in our hearts forever.
Barbara and Eliot Spack
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A Message from the
Co-chairs of Kadimah B’Yachad….
Michael Kushner and Andrea Colby
We hear you!
For the past few months, our Kadimah b’Yachad
leadership team has been conducting conversations with
many in our Community about our Journey Together into
the future of our synagogue. Your voices are clear: the
vast majority of you understand and support the concept
of repairing our home so that it is safe and secure. The
overarching theme of all of our conversations is that our
community is important to you.

connected with Neve Shalom, (2) reach out to former
members who remain in our area, and (3) engage
unaffiliated folks who may wish to connect with the Jewish
community in the central New Jersey area. This is a high
priority for leadership going forward.
Financial Security
Addressing our financial condition is critical. It is
important to understand that we are in a good position:
we have no mortgage and we have a substantial amount
of money in the bank. Nonetheless, we do have significant
expenses and need to bolster our revenue streams. We
must look at our current situation and plan strategically
how to capitalize upon our strengths and address our
vulnerabilities over the next few years.

A New Approach
We hear your concerns about the long-term viability
of our synagogue in terms of our finances, challenges with
membership, and our organizational infrastructure.
Because you have raised these concerns with us, for the
next six months, the Planning Initiative and our synagogue
leadership will be concentrating on what is most
important to you: (1) raising $1.7 million to make our
building safe and secure, (2) undertaking the hard work of
addressing our financial health, and (3) reimagining an
organization that will meet the evolving needs of our
community.

Strengthening Our Jewish Community
As you know, we are actively exploring the possibility
of a partnership with Temple Emanu-el. Of course, there
are many considerations that we will need to examine in
connection with pursuing such a path, and this will take
time. As we have heard, it is prudent to wait to make significant changes to our building until we have a better idea
about the functionality our building will require. In the
meantime, while addressing the necessary repairs to our
building, the Building Committee will take into account the
possibility that we might use it differently in the future.

A Safe and Secure Building
To address our issues with our physical plant, we will
determine what absolutely must be done to preserve our
home. We are forming a Building Committee, who will
make recommendations to the Board about a repair plan
that will be effective and cost-efficient. As we have shared
with you, repairing and maintaining the building is
estimated to cost approximately $1.7 million and we
expect to meet or exceed this fundraising goal before the
High Holy Days this year. This will give us enough money
to fix our rest rooms, upgrade our acoustic system, replace
leaky windows, repair our plumbing, replace our roof,
repair our heating, ventilation and air-conditioning
systems and rework our electrical system to ensure that
we can continue to maintain it in the future.

The Plan Going Forward
In sum, over the next six months, we will be directing
our conversations and the goals of our Kadimah b’Yachad
campaign toward fixing our building and fortifying our
relationships within and outside our community. Our
leadership will address our financial health and will
visualize in a strategic and thoughtful way where we will
be in five years (and beyond) and map a path to get there.
We look forward to working with you all to continue our
Journey Together.

Engaging our Community
We know that our community, our Jewish family, is
very important to you. The idea of engagement, including
the re-engagement of our long- and not-so-long-term
members, has resonated with you during our
conversations. We need to (1) solidify and strengthen our
current community and ensure that all of you feel
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Dream Weavers in the Neve Shalom Loom Room
From One Generation to the Next!

J

ust as her mother did before her for her brother Marty in the 1980s, Laurie Nelson of Abington, PA wove a tallit for
her son, Nathan, this time at Neve Shalom Sisterhood Loom Room. Nathan chose the striping pattern and colors
with the help of Loom Room volunteers. Nathan, his parents, and sister returned just two weeks before his bar
mitzvah to tie the tzitzit. Nathan said it makes him feel “unique” having a tallis woven by his mother.
—————————Have your own “priceless” experience by weaving a tallit, challah cover, tallit bag, matzoh cover, afikomen bag or
even a chuppah! Make an heirloom for yourself, with or for someone special.
Give it a try!! YOU can do it!! Are you and your friends all invited to the same affair? Why not get together on a gift
and weave a tallit or even a wedding chuppah? What a beautiful joint gift from all of you. A gift that would be
treasured for years to come.

10
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Please remember Neve
Shalom with a gift in your
will, trust, retirement
account or life insurance
policy.
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Dear Neve Shalom
Community:
We respectfully wish to
remind you that our fiscal year
runs from July 1st to June 30th.
We ask each of you to carefully
review your account and
statement, and ensure that your
account is in good standing, including any incidental
charges that were added during the course of the
year.
As one community, we all have a role to play in
ensuring the financial health of Neve Shalom. If you
have any questions about your account or statement,
please contact the office.
Thank you,
Lawrence Dombrow, Financial Secretary

Order by May 12 for pickup on May 19.
Questions? maramcauley@aol.com
or 908-447-0804

Sign Up to Be a HOST and Get Involved!
Whether you serve chicken or pizza, by lighting candles,
saying the three brachot, and having a table filled with friends
and family, you are separating the week from Shabbat, and
showing your families the importance of this sacred time
together and helping our Neve community grow closer together.
Once you sign up, you’ll be provided with all the tools you
need to pull off the dinner, including a challah and a challah
roll, a set of candles, a brochure with the three blessings,
conversation starter cards and some recipes. Ask any of the
hosts, this is a most rewarding experience, whether it’s your
first time or you celebrate Shabbat every week.
To sign up, email us at: guesswhosneve@gmail.com or
call us at 908-510-4005 (Jennifer Bullock) or 732-742-8613
(Julie Hersch).
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We Gratefully Acknowledge
and thank the following generous contributors to our funds:
Chumash Fund
In Memory Of.....................................From
Moe Wineberg ..................................... Larry Wineberg
Community Kiddush Fund
In Honor Of ........................................From
Neve Shalom........................................ Dan and Alexis Scheiman
Neve Shalom........................................ Beatrice Grossman
My birthday ........................................ Rosalie Green
In Memory Of ...................................... From
Alan Richman, your beloved father ..... The Szteinbaum Family
Friends Of Neve Shalom Nursery School Fund
In Honor Of ........................................From
Marian and Eddie Szteinbaum,
their daughter, Sabrina's, wedding. ..... Philip and Heather Kibel
In Memory Of.....................................From
Betsy, your beloved mother ................ Morah Carol, Morah Marian,
............................................................. Morah Debra, and Martha
Marcia Contatore ................................ Kenneth and Sara Emmer
Gershon Robinson Music & Art/Turtletaub Music Library Fund
In Honor Of ........................................From
Hazzan Levin ........................................ Jerome Bergman
In Memory Of.....................................From
Gershon Robinson ............................... Fredda Robinson
Victoria Goldstein ................................ Fredda Robinson
Ner Tamid Fund
In Memory Of.....................................From
Debra Greenberg ................................. Jonathan Greenberg and Stacey Sern
Herbert Garber .................................... Edward and Randi Garber
Joel Mendelson.................................... Steven and Judy Richman
Lee Reiter ............................................ Steven and Lori Shery
Moe Wineberg ..................................... Dr. Marcia Horn
Sol Horowitz ........................................ Susan and Malvin Keller
Sol Sern ................................................ Jonathan Greenberg and Stacey Sern
Yahrzeit................................................ Lisa and Walter Heskes
Alan Richman ....................................... Stanley and Marilyn Loewenthal
Prayerbook Fund
In Honor Of ........................................From
Neve Shalom........................................ Edward Levine
Rabbi Gerald L. Zelizer Scholar-In-Residence Fund
In Honor Of ........................................From
The Spacks ........................................... Stephan Gross and Judith Harrison
Hazzan Levin ........................................ Jerome Bergman
Susy Schwartz Fund
In Memory Of.....................................From
David Baras .......................................... Seymour and Renee Bromberg
Joseph Bromberg ................................. Seymour and Renee Bromberg
Tikkun Olam Fund
In Honor Of ........................................From
The marriage of Sabrina Szteinbaum
to Simcha Paul Brick ............................ Flora Cowen
Rabbi’s Discretionary Fund
In Honor Of ........................................From
Rabbi Rosin, with appreciation for
the time and wisdom so generously
shared with Eva and Isaac.................... Karen Weinstein and Parviz Parhami
In Memory Of.....................................From
Morton Oliver ...................................... Neil and Joan Emmer
Laura Leichter ...................................... David Leichter and Sharon Barnett
Marilyn Bergman ................................. Arnold and Harriet Derman
Yahrzeit................................................ Harold and Roberta Geller
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Know someone who needs help?
Don’t Keep It Under Your Hat!
Know someone in need of help during an illness, after
surgery, after the birth of a child, please contact the
Mitzvah Mission.
No Mission Is Impossible!
tikkunolam@neveshalom.net
732-858-1764

HAIMM

MONUMENTS FOR
ALL CEMETERIES

MEMORIAL CENTER
10 MAIN STREET
732-634-8500
WOODBRIDGE, NJ 07095
732-634-1521
800-729-0582
Fax: 732-750-0120

GOLDSTEIN
FUNERAL CHAPEL INC.
We value the dignity and the sanctity of the
Jewish soul and we uphold and maintain
reverence for the Jewish tradition.
Exclusively Jewish Operated
Conveniently Located
Large Chapels
Martin Goldstein, Mgr.
N.J. Lic. 4025
2015 Woodbridge Avenue, Edison
732-777-0032

Commercial Litigation, Collections and Bankruptcy
Nationwide
SAMUEL and JOY GRAFTON

POPPER and GRAFTON - ATTORNEYS AT LAW
225 West 34th Street
Suite 1806
New York, NY 10122-1600
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